Foley Editing Rubric
Objectives
Video Clips

5 points

4 points

3 points

2 points

Clips are well edited, and transition
well from one clip to another. Parts
of clips that are unneccessary are
not included. All clips add to the
content of the the video.

Clips are partially edited, and/or
some clips transition well. Some
Few clilps are used and do not add Few clips are used and do not
parts are unneccessary and/or some to the content of the video. Some add to the content of the video.
clips do not add to the content of the editing is evident.
No editing is evident.
video.

Sound Effects are realistic for

Few Sound Effects are realistic for Sound Effects cannot be heard
Sound Effects are mostly realistic for
concept, in volume, timing and
or do not represent concept at
concept, in volume, timing and length.
length.
all.

Sound Effects concept, in volume, timing and
length.

Effects, titles & transistions are used
effectively throughout the movie.
Transitions, titles and effects are not
Transitions & Titles are free of spelling &
used consistently. It is not broadcast
Titles
grammatical errors. It is broadcast ready.
ready.

Transitions, titles and effects are
not used consistently. Titles
contain 1-2 spelling/grammatical
errors. It is not broadcast ready.

Very few, if any, transistions,
titles or effects were used.
Titles contain 3 or more
spelling/grammatical errors. It
is not broadcast ready.

Cue Sheet

Cue Sheet was mostly complete, with
Cue Sheet was complete, with time
time codes, descriptions and
codes, descriptions and references,
references, including some
including some homemade sounds.
homemade sounds. .

Cue Sheet was incomplete, with
time codes, descriptions and/or
references, including few
homemade sounds. length.

Cue Sheet was not done and/or
turned in.

Publishing
and Credits

Movie was exported in proper format, titled
correctly and uploaded to Google
Classroom/or Drive and shared with teacher
on or before deadline.Credits include
properly cited video, sounds , sound effects
and music within fair use guidelines.

Movie was not exported in proper
format,not titled correctly and/or not
uploaded to Google Drive or Google
Classroom and it was shared with
teacher after deadline.

Movie was not exported in proper
format,not titled correctly and/or not
uploaded to Google Drive shared with
teacher after deadline. No Credits.

Movie was exported in proper format, titled
correctly and uploaded to Google
Drive/Classroom and shared with teacher on
deadline. Credits include mostly properly
cited images, clip, sound effects and music
within fair use guidelines.

Grade:

Earned Points

Total Points: (/25)
x4
TOTAL Score
/100

Foley Editing Rubric
Objectives

5 points

Clips are well edited, and transition
well from one clip to another. Parts
of clips that are unneccessary are
Video Clips
not included. All clips add to the
content of the the video.
Sound Effects are realistic for
Sound Effects concept, in volume, timing and
length.
Effects, titles & transistions are used
effectively throughout the movie.
Transitions &
Titles are free of spelling &
Titles
grammatical errors. It is broadcast
ready.

4 points

3 points

Clips are partially edited, and/or
some clips transition well. Some
Few clilps are used and do not add
parts are unneccessary and/or some to the content of the video. Some
clips do not add to the content of the editing is evident.
video.
Few Sound Effects are realistic for
Sound Effects are mostly realistic for
concept, in volume, timing and
concept, in volume, timing and length.
length.
Transitions, titles and effects are
Transitions, titles and effects are not
not used consistently. Titles
used consistently. It is not broadcast
contain 1-2 spelling/grammatical
ready.
errors. It is not broadcast ready.

2 points
Few clips are used and do not
add to the content of the video.
No editing is evident.
Sound Effects cannot be heard
or do not represent concept at
all.
Very few, if any, transistions,
titles or effects were used.
Titles contain 3 or more
spelling/grammatical errors. It
is not broadcast ready.

Cue Sheet

Cue Sheet was mostly complete, with
Cue Sheet was complete, with time
time codes, descriptions and
codes, descriptions and references,
references, including some
including some homemade sounds.
homemade sounds. .

Cue Sheet was incomplete, with
time codes, descriptions and/or
references, including few
homemade sounds. length.

Cue Sheet was not done and/or
turned in.

Publishing
and Credits

Movie was exported in proper format, titled
correctly and uploaded to Google
Classroom/or Drive and shared with teacher
on or before deadline.Credits include
properly cited video, sounds , sound effects
and music within fair use guidelines.

Movie was not exported in proper
format,not titled correctly and/or not
uploaded to Google Drive or Google
Classroom and it was shared with
teacher after deadline.

Movie was not exported in proper
format,not titled correctly and/or not
uploaded to Google Drive shared with
teacher after deadline. No Credits.

Movie was exported in proper format, titled
correctly and uploaded to Google
Drive/Classroom and shared with teacher on
deadline. Credits include mostly properly
cited images, clip, sound effects and music
within fair use guidelines.

Grade:

Earned Points

Total Points: (/25)
x4
TOTAL Score
/100

